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ABSTRACT: 

The key points of the talk focused onways to prepare for CAT, groundwork required for the 

exam, time management,problem solving tips and solving queries of the students regarding the 

pattern and syllabus of  CAT. 

SPEAKER PROFILE: 

1.     Martand Aditya (Pilani):  The president of Renewable Energy Club, Aditya, has scored 

99.73 percentile in CAT. He is the editor of Archetype: the Civil engineering Association’s 

publication. He loves playing football and remains abreast of the cutting edge scientific 

discoveries. This Jharkhand boy has already been placed in Latent View. 

2.     Rachit Goel (Pilani) :“Competition motivates me, because I believe that nothing is 

impossible when you are among a group of over-achieving people.” This passionate follower of 

football has scored 99.4 percentile in CAT. His interests include financial developments in the 

world and analysis of political developments in India. He is also passionate about start-ups. 

3.     Dishin Shrimankar (Goa): With a whopping 99.78 percentile in India’s toughest 

examination CAT, Dishin has got calls from IIM Calcutta and most of the new IIMs. He excels 

at debating and is au courant with the current political scenario. He was also the Events Head in 

the BITS Pilani, Goa campus’ cultural extravaganza Waves. 

4.     Kedar Pradhan (Goa): A budding entrepreneur in the making, Kedar, has bagged 99.7 

percentile in CAT. He has received calls from IIM Shillong, XLRI and S P Jain. While holding 

the prestigious position as president of CEL and working for BITS FC, Kedar still finds time to 

read and play football. This Jack is not a dull boy at all. 

 

5.    Mohammed Faizuddin Darvesh: This Computer Science guy has secured 99.32 percentile 

in the onerous CAT examination. Faiz plays cricket and football. He relishes reading and is a 

sports-enthusiast. He also blogs about sports. 



6.    Amrita Giri (Hyderabad): This 9 pointer from Hyderabad campus has outshone around 2 

lakh CAT aspirants with a 99.4 percentile. Amrita is an avid reader and a SWD nucleus member. 

She was an enthusiastic member of ELAS as well. 

 

7.    Devanshi Kesaria (Goa): The girl from Mumbai with 99.15 percentile in CAT, Devanshi, 

has been highly industrious and committed to academia as well as extra-curriculars.  Besides 

doing SOPs in multiple areas, she has been a core member of DOCW and DoRAH.  She holds 

the position of Chief organizer at SpicMacay BITS Goa chapter and is an enthusiastic volunteer 

at iLead, Aide et Action.  She enjoys singing and reading novels. 

SUMMARY: 

This cross-campus talk provided an insight on the preparation for the much-coveted 

CATexamination while the aspirant is still studying in BITS. The panelists took were asked 

questions by the host (from Pilani) and calmly cleared doubts about many misconceptions 

regarding the exam. They talked about the importance of time management in an exam like CAT 

and also gave tips for preparation for the examination. Later they also shared their personal 

experiences and success formula regarding specifc parts of the exam which are 

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE, DATA INTERPRETATION and VOCABLURY.This was 

followed by a question and answer session with the audience where they gave tips on the best 

time to start preparing for CAT and about the semester in which one should take his/her PS-II. 

The talk then went on to discuss about CDCs that might help for the exam. In the end the 

panelists gave advice on cracking the interview and on how to tackle the paper on the day of the 

exam.  
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